Abstract. We apply the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method into evaluating college coaches' competitive performance standards. Then focusing on men's hockey, we give the top 5 college hockey coaches through the model.
Introduction
In this question, our task is to build a mathematical model to choose the best coaches. The first thing we consider is the criterion of good college coach. By exploring a series of articles about evaluating coaches, we find that the public mainly focus on wins and losses of coaches when ranking coaches.
Aiming at competitive performance standards about college coach, we propose three concrete indexes, which involve average competitiveness, stability of competitiveness, competitive events. We make the following structure chart to illustrate our model.
Introduction of competitive performance standards: Average competitiveness. We think the weighted value of the mean value of the winning ratio, failing ratio, tie ratio normal distribution can indicate the average competitiveness in a degree.
Stability of competitiveness. We think the weighted value of the standard deviation of the winning ratio, failing ratio, tie ratio normal distribution can indicate the stability of competitiveness in a degree. 
Competitive events

Assumption
Considering some factors that may make our model designing unable to carry out, we give some proper assumptions to simplify the problem as follow.
Evaluating coaches can't cross between different genders and different sports. Because sports is classified by male and female ,which indicate different genders may influence sports results, we think International Conference on Education Technology, Management and Humanities Science (ETMHS 2015) evaluating coaches should be classified bymale and female sports. In addition, different sports has different evaluation criterions, so we think evaluating coaches should be classified by sports Evaluating coaches doesn't consider the period that one coach belongs to. Because evaluating one coach should consider his/her whole tenure, there are few coaches' tenure in the same period.
One coach's competitive performance has a positive correlation with the number of champions that the team one coach guides.
Modeling
After collecting data from the Internet, we can find vast quantities of coaches' information about various sports. On the base of first assumption, for illustrating our model, we just take college male hockey coach as example. Then, on the base of second assumption, we have collected data about nine hundreds of college male hockey coaches from 1900 to now. For reducing our workload, firstly we roughly select top 15 coaches. The Class of the average competitiveness. Nextly, we need to determine the value of the average competitiveness according to the mean value of normal distribution.
As a result of the vagueness of the average competitiveness, we make five classes, including A B C D E,A means best, B means better, C means good, D means ordinary, E means bad.
We define the following membership function to determine the degree of membership of the mean value of winning ratio. Failing ratio, tie ratio are similar with winning ratio. Then we adopt the Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation to determine the value of the average competitiveness. We adopt the analytic hierarchy process to determine the weights of winning ratio, failing ratio, tie ratio.
The membership function as follows: 
The Class of the stability of competitiveness. Similarly, we need to determine the value of the stability of competitiveness according to the standard deviation of normal distribution. The stability of competitiveness is also vague, we deal with the standard deviation of winning ratio, failing ratio, tie ratio similarly. Then we also adopt the Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation to determine the Class of the stability of competitiveness.The format of membership function of standard deviation is similar with the mean value, so we don't list them.
The Class of competitive events. On the base of third assumption, we rank hockey coaches by the number of RC champions, CT champions, NCAAs (finished) in descending order. Similarly, we also get the degree of membership of competitive events according to the ranking.
Results of the sub model competitive performance standards:We adopt the Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation to determine the coach's competitive performance, the weights adopts the above results of the analytic hierarchy process. 
Conclusion
From the chart, we can know serial number 2 Red Berenson's competitive performance is best, serial number 13Ron Mason's competitive performance is best, serial number 11Bob Peters's competitive performance is best, serial number 15Jerry York's competitive performance is best, serial number 10 Dean Fuller's competitive performance is best.
